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Executive Summary 
Enonic XP is an open-source web experience platform now in version 7. The focus is on making it easy to build 
custom web solutions and to support content production. Designed with a technically clear to build 
architecture, it attracts customers with the combination of a technical understanding and pressed deadlines.  
 
With Norwegian roots dating back almost 20 years as a content management system, Enonic has managed to 
reinvent itself a few times, while others, in particular regional vendors like EPIServer have remained static. 
Recent big investments in overhauling the platform yielding an above average rate of satisfied customers and 
bringing in experienced digital agencies as partners, is now positioning the Oslo-based company for the next 
level.  
 
Where some vendors will focus more on what they offer out-of-the-box and how to best meet your requirements 
with their existing product, Enonic takes a novel and refreshing approach of using customer journeys to better 
meet requirements and to fundamentally develop better digital solutions. Presently, though, the product is 
more likely to impress technical colleagues than business users.  
 
In addition to being a modern development platform, Enonic has, with some success since 2017, also focused on 
progressive web applications (PWAs). This has helped open doors to the attractive developer community and 
also established some footing in London.  
 
As a highly extensible, feature-rich web experience platform, Enonic is well-positioned as a cost-effective 
open-source alternative to proprietary solutions like EPiServer and Kentico and is also able to compete with 
more well-known alternatives like Drupal and Umbraco.  
 

About this paper 
This Boye & Co insight paper is written on the basis of the experience and knowledge of members of the Boye & 
Co expert team, interviews with customers and partners of Enonic, and an interactive analyst briefing with 
Enonic. The intention of the evaluation is to give you, as a buyer or an existing customer, an easily accessible 
tool to evaluate whether Enonic would be the right digital platform for your targets and web presence 
objectives. In the following pages, we will evaluate Enonic against ten of the top requirements for a new digital 
platform as seen from the point of view of Boye & Co members. Finally, we will look at technology, vendor 
intangibles, and market trends, and provide an overall evaluation. The term "user" in this report refers to the 
day-to-day back-end user of Enonic XP, tasked with managing content. 
 
 

Lead analyst 
Janus Boye is an analyst covering web content management systems, web experience management platforms, 
and content technologies generally since 1998.  He is also the chair of the CMS Expert groups in North America 
and Europe and the annual Boye conferences.  
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Enonic at a glance 

Ownership  Enonic AS is a privately held company based in Norway with ownership between 
founders, key employees and Norwegian investors 

Geography  Customers in several countries, but good footing in Norwegian home market and 
notable customers in Sweden, Finland and UK 

Licensing model  Open source version free of charge. Fee model based on capacity and support level. 
Monthly fee based on usage for cloud offering starting at €460 for smaller sites. Most 
enterprise plans are in the €70k to €200k per year range. 

Focus areas  Custom web solutions 
Content production 
Extensibility 
Scalability 

Best suited for  Mid size and large corporations, higher education or government  

Compare to  Acquia/Drupal, EPiServer, Kentico and Umbraco 

Technology  Docker, ElasticSearch, Java, JavaScript, NoSQL 

Strengths  - Developer friendly  
- Easy to build custom web solutions 
- Easy to fit into MarTech stack  
- Direct access to influence product direction  
- While small, the community and support is highly praised by customers and 

partners alike 
 

Weaknesses  - Content processes could be better supported 
- Missing real-time editing  
- Multi-language and translation processes  
- Thin community outside Norway, where experienced help is hard to find 
- Better marketing required to take this to the next level 

User community & 
support 

Mostly focused on developer community, including PWA meetups in Oslo and London 

Enonic in numbers  25 employees in Oslo and Minsk 
Above €3 million annual revenue 
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Enonic XP: The product 
Enonic emphasizes that their platform is equally suited for custom web development, content production and 
as somewhat of a novelty, progressive web applications. With roots in CMS and what’s now considered more 
broadly web experience management, Enonic caters to a wide set of digital requirements. Customers aren’t 
likely to outgrow the system or feel the need to graduate to a high-end alternative after encountering 
limitations.  
 
In the following we will look at some of the most prominent features and how they support typical customer 
requirements. We will also review key features in terms of how well they support current market trends and 
likely future developments. 
 
We will look at: 
• Usability 
• Multi-device 
• Multi-site 
• Multi-language 
• Governance 
• Search 
• Personalization 
• Digital marketing 
• Integration, custom development and platform extensibility 
• Architecture and scalability 
 

Usability 
Most content contributors and back-end users are at home in the system fairly quickly when it comes to 
mastering commonly used functionality. Setting up more complex functionality, such as marketing-oriented 
tasks will require some training. The product does come out of the box ready to be used and deployed for 
content production and website management, but custom requirements will require IT involvement or help 
from consultants.  
 
It’s clear that Enonic XP has recently gone through an overhaul as it comes without the byzanthine interfaces 
still generally encountered. Several customers reported that the admin GUI called Content Studio is easy to 
work with and master thus making them more productive. It comes with the features that you would expect, 
including a page builder where you can build pages without coding or programming skills required.  
 
When it comes to ease of use, however,  don’t expect something as slick as Sitefinity. The product does have an 
aura that it has been developed by tech leaders rather than by user experience leaders, such as Umbraco or 
Kentico. 
 
According to customers, there’s room for improvement in the way versions are handled. What’s been changed 
on a page is not as easy to understand if you sometimes need to track changes and compare versions.  
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Caption: Enonic XP comes with advanced image handling that will satisfy the needs of most day-to-day content 
tasks. Several customers reported that the advanced image handling empowered their editors unlike they had 
experienced in other systems  
 

Multi-device 
One of the unique selling propositions for Enonic since 2017 has been their support and experience with 
developing progressive web apps (PWAs). Enonic has done much to share their experience with PWAs and comes 
with handy examples and tutorials so that you can easily take your web experience beyond the desktop. The 
product is also built responsive, so that it’s optimised for mobile editing on smaller screens.  
 
To help create a good customer experience across smartphones, tablets and other devices, Enonic XP comes 
with a wireframe app, so that you can flesh out a mock-up and see how your web experience works across 
devices. The Content Studio also conveniently has a preview for different devices.  
 
Today, many customers are also considering going headless, which Enonic supports. Running Enonic XP in 
headless mode simply means serving curated content as raw data through a web-based API, so that you can 
reuse content for any device or channel. XP can also be combined with traditional web content and 
presentation, aka "Hybrid CMS". 
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Multi-site 
Multi-site functionality allows you to create your sites inside Content Studio with the ability to set up as many 
sites as you need, while being able to share code (such as controllers, javascript and templating), content, files 
and images across them. You can also group your sites in folders and configure virtual hosts for any site. 
 
There are no licensing implications on the number of sites.  
 
When building out the digital experience across multiple sites, it’s relatively easily to reuse apps and their global 
configuration, but not site-specific settings.  

Multi-language 
The product comes in several languages including English, French and Russian, and supports multi-language 
sites quite well.  
 
If you have a requirement to create a digital experience in multiple languages, the default way to approach this 
is to create one site for each language. The sites can use the same underlying app (code, templating etc.), since 
text in code can be localised.  
 
With an upcoming release, you also have the ability to manage different language versions of your sites and 
content in blueprint-style (remember Tridion?). This means you can add multiple levels of “layers” that inherit 
content and structure, and enrich or translate the content for each new level. 
 

 
a conceptual drawing of how to build multi-national sites re-using translations, but still locally customisable 
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There’s no translation management workflow out-of-the-box, but this can be built separately or integrated with 
third-party tools based on your requirements. 

Governance 
Often, an organisation needs to rely on its digital platform to enforce 
corporate branding standards, content quality standards, accessibility 
requirements, cross-cultural requirements, and so forth.  
 
Enonic does not come with a sophisticated workflow/approval 
system, but as with other requirements, this can be built to fit your 
needs as a part of the project. To be fair, the product does offer fine 
grained access rights to secure governance and the publishing wizard 
helps editors publish according to permissions. Custom approval rules, 
however, are on the roadmap according to Enonic.  
 
Inside Content Studio there’s a feature to ‘Create Issue’. While this lingo 
might take some getting used to, it’s effectively a task management 
system where you can create a task, describe it and then assign to a user. 
Issues can also be used like tasks, such as to track content changes 
before publishing. The issue system can also help with governance and 
enforcing your digital policies.  
 
Finally, many customers also use Siteimprove, and there’s a handy 
Siteimprove widget (illustrated right), which can help with your digital 
governance as well as providing a ranking and recommendations for 
appropriate actions.  

Search 
Search is of paramount importance to any web presence. Increasingly, users are searching rather than browsing, 
and mobile devices have pushed users even further in the direction of search. 
 
Elasticsearch is an integrated part of Enonic XP. While known to be super-fast, some partners have reported that 
it’s not as developer friendly and flexible as you would come to expect of XP.  
 
As a customer, you can implement search in many different ways and according to your needs and best practice. 
To make for a friendly and modern UI, the search form can be set up to autocomplete as you type with instant 
responses as known from Google. You can also have best bets or boosted results to point the user in a certain 
direction with specific search terms.  
 
Both Content Studio (editor interface) and customer facing sites utilize the same underlying search capabilities. 
Where the Content Studio provides facet search combined with free text search, customer facing search can be 
fully customized, both visually and query wise.  
 
Thanks to the underlying repository, XP can also be used as a search engine for external data sets as well. 
Additionally you can define search interfaces, including query structures, aggregations, synonym lists, stop 
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words and more across a selection of collections. Front-end developers are free to use the API provided by this 
app to fully customize the UX on top of these interfaces.  
 
You can also integrate other search engines for site search. They can be based on crawling or connected directly 
to our APIs.  
 
To enable powerful search across silos, Enonic is soon releasing a new  search application (Enonic Explorer) that 
lets you setup and manage collection of data across systems. 
 

 
Enterprise search in use at one notable Enonic customer. Each implementation will style the search results page 

differently and customize faceting, listing, search input and any other parts of the customer experience as desired. 
In this case you can see the use of facets to filter the search results.  

Personalization 
The world of digital commerce has raised customer expectations when it comes to receiving information 
tailored to their own needs, interests and browsing habits. 
 
Enonic typically approaches this through content tagging. Based on the personalization parameters available 
and the advanced search capabilities of Enonic XP, personalized elements can be created and managed. The 
available parameters must be managed by your developers and typically requires integration with your CRM, 
Marketing Automation system and/or Customer Data Platform (CDP).  By defining personas in the respective 
apps, as an editor you can then preview the experience before publishing. 
 
Enonic is also actively involved in the new OASIS CDP standard, closely related to the Apache Unomi project. We 
expect Enonic to offer new products in the CDP area during 2020.  
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Digital marketing 
It’s been said that marketing has inherited the web, but that’s not really the case in the world of Enonic. The 
product does not offer campaign support and where other vendors in this category, such as Sitecore or Kentico, 
have decided to build their own extensive digital marketing features, Enonic has kept their product focused on 
other key requirements. Whether that’s a good or bad thing really is up to you and beyond the scope of this 
evaluation, but we have not heard a customer or partner requesting Enonic to put these features on their 
roadmap.  
 
Enonic customers usually integrate with other tools to flesh out their MarTech stack, most notably Marketing 
Automation tools.  
 
There are a few relevant apps available on Enonic Market, for example HubSpot integration, Visual Web 
Optimizer or Google Analytics.  
 

Integration, custom development and platform extensibility 
Platform extensibility and ease of integration with other systems are key requirements for enterprises expecting 
optimal ROI on enterprise-level software investments. 
 
“They win at technical innovation” said a new Enonic customer, which had 
recently selected Enonic after a highly competitive bidding process.  
 
Developers get started quickly using the command line interface and they can 
have a full development environment up and running in a few minutes. This is a 
quite impressive demo in sales situations, but equally helpful in the real-world. 
Enonic also comes with ready-made Docker images for swift deployment. 
 
All development is done in server-side Javascript, which has a reasonable 
learning curve for web developers. 
 
With custom-built tools, you can extend the admin console as you see fit. This is 
sometimes done to ease administration and day-to-day tasks.  
 
For authentication, you can plug in custom or ready-made authentication 
sources such as Auth0 or LDAP.  
 
Some developers have mentioned that they would like fully pluggable input 
types for content types. One common request would be custom input, so that 
they could hook up an image database. This is not possible today but it is in the 
roadmap. Currently as a developer, you can use the "custom selector" to 
integrate lookup in other systems, but you need to factor in scaling and performance if you want to go down this 
path. Enonic instead proposes to automatically import tagged images to enable image features in Enonic XP and 
thus making it easier for content editors. 
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Finally, the product comes with a very flexible GraphQL API as a part of an app for headless with the fitting name 
Guillotine. Guillotine adds a powerful GraphQL API to existing or new Enonic sites so editorial content can be 
accessed by any device or client. Guillotine builds on the powerful Content Type system and CMS capabilities of 
Enonic XP. If you install and add this app to your site it will automatically expose a powerful API specifically 
matching your site. This gives you instant access to all editorial content available on the site. The API can further 
be used by virtually any client - including iOS and Android apps, smart TVs and smart watches, and naturally also 
modern web-based sites and applications.   
 

 
Enonic comes with a handy command line interface 

Architecture, scalability and security 
Customers report that the core architecture of XP is easy to understand and setup. As one tech lead said: 
“Independant apps hooked up with Github is a fast and good way to work. It makes the whole ecosystem very 
developer friendly” 
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Enonic XP offers tightly integrated application stack. The runtime, storage/search, IAM (Identity and Access 
Management) and CMS are all released and versioned together. This simplifies everything from the SDK, to 
building, testing and deploying applications, not to mention scaling since there is just one dependency. 
 
You may also integrate Enonic XP and your apps with other platforms or infrastructure services as needed. 
 
Enonic Cloud is based in Norway, which is a key strength for customers who prefer data stored locally. Backup, 
metrics, monitoring and CDN is included. Currently it’s a fully managed cloud and Enonic is working to make it 
fully self-serviced “PaaS style”, including both web interface and CLI access. Still, it’s not quite as refined & 
advanced as Azure or AWS, but “does the trick” as one experienced implementation partner said.  
 
You can host XP yourself in any cloud (IaaS) or on premise using our Docker image or the Java distribution. 
 
Being open source, Enonic cannot rely on “security through obscurity” as the solution is highly transparent. 
Enonic tells us that they today have more than 5000 automated tests, including various vulnerability tests and 
that they annually hire 3rd party security experts to do security analysis and recommend improvements. Enonic 
uses hardened infrastructure components such as Jetty, and their own framework on top of this. To minimize 
the attack surface, XP does not provide any default publically available API’s. This must be added by the 
developers through code or configuration.  This way, customers have full control over the attack surface, and 
can for instance implement tight validation of any input. XP also provides a rich metrics and monitoring API and 
logging capabilities that can be used to detect and prevent malicious attacks. With Enonic Cloud, these 
measures are an integrated part of the service. 
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Enonic: Beyond the product 
When you buy a system, you also get a partner that you need to collaborate with in order to be successful. Apart 
from good chemistry - which is hugely important (though not easy to evaluate) - there are a few core basics you 
want to look at, such as: 

● The pricing model: Does it fit your organisation and budget?  
● How effective is the community ecosystem and is it easy to find others who are willing to share 

knowledge?  
● The roadmap: Is the product evolving quickly or slowly, and in which direction? 

Enonic in the marketplace  
The company was founded in 2000 in Oslo, Norway by Morten Eriksen and Thomas Sigdestad, both of whom are 
still with the firm. Enonic CMS 1.0 came out in 2001 and steadily the company won local customers to help it gain 
a strong footing in the Norwegian homemarket.  
 
In 2010, the company went open source and through the years it has made several attempts to break into other 
markets, namely the UK and US, but without trying to come across like other Scandinavian vendors such as 
EPiServer or Sitecore. And whilst many competitors have tried to break into the Norwegian market, Enonic has 
managed to stay strong and grow their impressive customer base.   
 
According to the founders, Enonic did a reboot in 2014 which also led to the release of Enonic XP with a broader 
focus beyond CMS. This had more of a focus on digital support for customer journeys and positioned itself as a 
development platform rather than a traditional out-of-the-box content management system.  
 
Today we are up to version 7 of the platform, which was launched in May 2019, yet most of the original 
customers are still on board. While not widely known outside Norway or CMS expert circles, the company has 
been on the growth path in recent years and has broadened its geographical base with a UK subsidiary. Their 
focus since 2017 on progressive web apps has also helped open doors and on the marketing side, they’ve 
ramped up content production, but there’s still a long way to go to become a more established and well-known 
vendor. 
 
Partners are a key part of the equation, both in terms of marketing, but importantly also to deliver projects. 
Enonic has a network of solution partners, typically digital agencies, who delivers projects if the customers don’t 
have the resources to do it on their own. It’s an important point to Enonic that they do not deliver projects. 
Services revenue from training and advisory is only around 20% for the company.   

Enonic customer base 
If you are based in Norway, you’ll find the Enonic references quite impressive, including large, complex and 
international firms like Gjensidige, Höegh Autoliners, KLP, TINE as well as government institutions such as NAV 
and Posten. A notable local reference customer is also Norsk Toppfotball which runs the digital experience for 
the Norwegian premier football teams.   
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Outside Norway, Enonic customers are few and far between, but you can find some in the UK, where national 
charity Scope is among the better known Enonic case studies. Enonic also reports that their open-source 
software is currently running on all five continents. 

Pricing and licensing 
Enonic both comes in a cloud version as well as an on premise version. Almost all new customers are in the 
Enonic cloud, where they follow the familiar SaaS licensing scheme of: 

● Developer starting at €20 per month 
● Professional starting at €460 per month 
● Enterprise starting at €1380 per month 

 
Pricing is based on capacity and support level. Monthly fees are based on usage for cloud offering starting at 
€460 for smaller sites. According to numbers provided by Enonic, enterprise deals are in the €70k to €200k per 
year range. 
 
While the big picture in terms of licensing is available on the Enonic website, you unfortunately still need to fill 
out a form to get your custom price quote. 

Community, user group and support 
When you look at the community around Enonic, it quickly becomes clear that they have so far been mostly 
focused on the developer side of things, such as with regular PWA meetups in London and Oslo. 
 
Many customers and business users, however, report that Enonic is a pleasure to work with. The regular 
meetups are high quality and worth attending. When in need, support is effective and Enonic seemingly 
manages to use their size to their advantage providing customers with quick and direct access to the team. 
Support comes in 3 levels, silver, gold and platinum (from next business day support to 24/7/365). 
 
Partners have a similar story to tell reporting that Enonic is easy to work with and listens to feedback. That key 
individuals, such as their CTO, reply to discussion forum is a key strength, whereas the bigger platform vendors 
and also direct competitors are more distanced and harder to get engaged.  
 
With the release of Enonic XP 7, Enonic also released an entirely new and much improved documentation 
alongside a developer portal. The developer portal also comes with practical how-to guides and tutorials. The 
portal is naturally an XP app itself. The geeky fact is that all docs and most guides are written in Asciidoctor 
together with the actual product code. 
 
Still, the documentation leaves room for improvement. More examples, templates and starter kits would help. It 
would appear that those who come with WordPress or Episerver experience are likely to have a less steep 
learning curve.  
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Roadmap 
Enonic comes with features releases every 2 - 3 months and shares a publicly available roadmap on their 
community site.  The latest roadmap update in June in particular promised that upcoming releases would 
address the following:  

- Better language support, eg. translation workflows 
- Better content processes (early beginnings for Content Ops support) including real time editing 

About Boye & Co 
A vendor-neutral analyst firm founded in 2003, which focuses on several aspects of digital leadership, including 
web experience management, enterprise portals, digital workplace, strategy & governance and web project 
management. 
 
The company today is active in Europe and North America and with a mission to deliver a unique learning and 
networking experience, our main activities are: 
 
 
Conferences 
Expand your network and gain inspiration from international experts. The Boye Conferences are held each year 
in the US and Denmark and attracts more than 400 participants for days filled with knowledge sharing. The 
conferences also serve as an annual meeting for the members of our groups. 
 
 
Peer groups 
Receive feedback to your specific challenges from people in the same position as yourself in one of our peer 
groups. 
 
The groups are strictly confidential, consisting only of practitioners, who themselves decide whether 
discussions take place at a strategic, tactical, or operational level. Among the members are large global and 
complex organisations from around Europe and North America. 
 
 
Research 
We have performed analysis and research since 2006 with an initial focus on specific vendors in market 
segments such as Web CMS, Enterprise Portals, Enterprise Social Software, and SharePoint. These evaluations 
provide you with an overview of how specific systems match your needs and enable you to make competent 
decisions on strategy and investment. Subsequently, we also started releasing best practice research, e.g. 
buyers' guides and papers on strategy or trends. All our research is based on hundreds of interviews with users 
and implementation partners. 
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